
Trace pattern onto fabrics with writing utensil (if using a sharpie or unwashable marker, be
careful not to let the marks bleed through. Account for the seam allowance in placement,
optionally marking that as well
Cutout pattern, bein sure to add a ¼ inch seam allowance for all piece marked with a square
Sew darts in body pieces, wrong to wrong
Sew long sides of body together, wrong to wrong
Sew straight edges of inner and outer leg together for both legs, wrong to wrong
Sew foot pads/circles to round edge of legs, wrong to wrong
Sew legs to body, wrong to wrong
Turn whole project right-side out, stuff to desired fluffiness1.      
Use invisible stitch to sew shut stuffing gap
Sew backpack pieces into a box, leaving one side piece half sewn, wrong to wrong sides
Turn backpack inside out, stuff and invisible stitch shut
Invisible stich backpack to body
Change thread to white, running stitch shine piece to faceplate wrong (shine) to right
(faceplate), slightly off center to the upper left of the faceplate
Change thread to faceplate color, dart faceplate wrong to wrong
Pin faceplate to face, wrong (faceplate) to right (body).
Tuck the seam allowance of the faceplate in and invisible stich it to the body, leaving a small
gap at the end for stuffing
Lightly stuff, and then finish the invisible stitching on the bottom of the plush
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MATERIALS

INSTRUCTIONS

Beginner sewing Class description and write up
Sewing Class: Among Us Crewmate Plushie

Skill Level: Beginner- targeted for students who know how to sew a straight stitch but little else.
Still appropriate for complete beginners and intermediate seamsters.

Class times: September 15th, 22nd, 29th and October 6th from 3pm-6pm

Class format: Hybrid at the Makerspace and online via. Microsoft Teams - Team Join Code:
wfuas9k

Class size: 10

Per Person:
 

Red solid Minky, ~17x11in
Light blue solid Minky, 4in square

White solid Minky, 1in square
1 bobbin each of red, white, and light blue

thread
Slightly more than an oz of stuffing

1 pincushion
1 sharp, size 7-10
20 straight pins

1 printout

Per Class
 

Red solid Minky, ~2yds
Light blue solid Minky, <1/4yd
White solid Minky, <<1/4 yd

1 spool each of in red, white and light blue
thread

1lb of stuffing
11 pincushions

11 sharp, size 7-10
220 straight pins

11 printout (2pgs each)
 

Each student will need to provide:
1 pair of scissors

1 piece of chalk, dark pencil, washable marker or extra fine sharpie

Refer to youtube.com/witchcrafty for reference videos


